
CRITICAL VOCABULARY FOR A2 ENGLISH LITERATURE

A list of critical vocabulary helpful for spotting techniques used in (and writing essays on) English Literature.

What is it? There are vocabulary word games for all levels of English. All rights reserved. If their poverty was
pervasive throughout their short lives, factors such as lack of nutrition or exposure to toxins may have stunted
the growth of their brains, which affects their cognitive abilities Perry,  The emotional brain contains an
affective filter that will allow information to go to higher levels of thinking under the right conditions.
Informal rehearsals are just as important as formal ones. Students can learn literacy skills, in addition to word
study. Difficult riddles These riddles should be saved for your advanced students. The remarkable ability of
the brain to change has been seen in students with many different kinds of deficits. Examples of Tier 1 words
are book, girl, sad, clock, baby, dog, and orange. Hand out your riddle sheets to each group, instructing them
to start once every group has received a worksheet. There are a variety of factors that affect student
achievement, including the effectiveness of the teacher, the student's own personal interest in the content
matter, and the amount of information students already possess about the content. This structure is crucial to
working memory, future planning, delaying gratification, and decision making. The results of testing these
systems in several studies remained fairly constant. It begins with listening to the conversations in the early
environment. They compared maternal responsiveness in children who all came from professional families,
with interesting results. You can even start with simple riddles, then add more challenging ones later in the
activity if you really want to get your students thinking. In order for students to seek academic achievement, it
must be socially acceptable to achieve it. Mothers who were considered high respondersâ€”that is, they
responded to their child's speech quickly and oftenâ€”had children who were clearly 6 months ahead of the
children whose mothers were low responders. Engage students casually in conversation using the term.
Between grades 1 and 3, it is expected that economically disadvantaged students' vocabularies increase by
about 3, words per year, while middle-class students' vocabularies increase by about 5, words per year.
Skipping this step can be disastrous as students may have a misconception that will be placed in long-term
memory through incorrect rehearsals Sprenger,  The welfare parents gave their children more than twice as
many prohibitions as the professional parents. Riddles can also be useful for pronunciation, spelling, rhyming
or even teaching English idioms. Much research looks at the teacher-student relationship as a driving force for
motivation, socialization, and academic performance. Vocabulary has long been ignored or thought a burden
in our classrooms. It is the brain's ability to change known as neuroplasticity that allows us to learn and form
lasting memories. Instead of determining the right and wrong answers like you did in the previous activity, let
your students vote on what answers they think are the best or most likely to be right. As researchers continue
to study the effects of poverty on academic performance, they know there are a myriad of possible causes of
these issues. No part of this publicationâ€”including the drawings, graphs, illustrations, or chapters, except for
brief quotations in critical reviews or articlesâ€”may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any information storage and retrieval
system, without permission from ASCD. For this exercise, learners must write their own riddles and then try
to stump their classmates. Students must think very carefully to analyze what word it could be. When I first
read this sentence, my mind started to try to make connections to envelopes and wondered if tempering had
something to do with getting or keeping the glue on the flap. Provide several engagements with the term and
have students write them in a notebook. Students want to feel special. These words are domain-specific and
are used for brief periods of time when we are studying particular content. Several areas of the brain are
different in low-income and middle-income students. Negative feelings, lack of social status, and low peer
acceptance will keep the brain focused on these and prevent cognitive function. The Background on
Background Knowledge According to Marzano , background knowledge is acquired through the interaction of
two factors: the ability of the student to process and store information which will be covered in Chapter 2 , and
the regularity with which a student has academically oriented experiences. But the neuroplasticity of the brain
teaches us that all students can learn, enhance their vocabulary, and change their brains Sprenger,  Read this
read this article to find the answer. Whether you are studying vocabulary as part of a homeschool curriculum ,
for afterschool enrichment , or a summer academic skills program , Vocabulary Learning Fun provides the
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premier free vocabulary-building resources and games.


